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SYNOPSIS 

By photographic methods observers m a moving car were able to measure 
the times required by cars overtaking them to pass under various conditions 

It was found that drivers varied widely in the speeds, distances, and times 
which they needed to overtake and pass another vehicle Distance needed in
creased with speed At 30 miles per hour 650 ft were required and at 50 miles 
per hour 1,050 ft were required by the average driver (median values) In order 
to take in 80 per cent of the drivers approximately 1,200 ft would be required 
at 50 miles per hour for an accelerative type of pass 

The total time required to overtake and pass also increased somewhat as 
speed increased Thus, at 30 miles per hour the average driver took 8J sec and 
at 50 miles per hour 9i sec to complete an accelerative type of pass (median 
values) The time varied from a minimum of 6 sec to a maximum of 20 sec in 
individual cases at speeds from 30 to 50 miles per hour 

From the safety point of view it is of interest to see what clearances were 
allowed by the passing drivers both to the rear and to the front of the vehicle 
being passed The clearance to the rear showed a median value of 45 ft at 50 
miles per hour m the accelerative type of pass, and the clearance to the front 
showed a median value of about 60 ft However, some drivers approached as 
close as 10 ft to the rear and cut in as close as 30 ft in front of the overtaken 
vehicle at 50 miles per hour 

The clearance distances were found to be shorter in the New England area, 
where crooked and hilly roads are the rule, than they were in the open country 
of the west and midwest, where fairly long clear distances predominate The 
drivers in the first area were apparently induced to pass under conditions which 
were considered hazardous by the drivers in the areas where longer clear dis
tances were frequently available Thus the importance of providing sufficient 
clear sight distance on highways is demonstrated 

Those who are charged with the re- overtaking and passing were the draf ting 
sponsibihty of designing new highways or and adoption of regulations by various 
redesigning for the improvement of state legislatures which prohibited motor-
alignment on existmg highways are es- ists from overtaking and passmg unless 
pecially concerned with the requirements certain clear paths were available at the 
of overtakmg and passmg manoeuvers time and place when such manoeuvers 
since such measurements furnish a meas- were earned out Unquestionably, fac-
ure of adequate sight distance. Since tual data concernmg the requirements 
the great bulk of traffic operation is for such manoeuvers were lackmg for 
earned out on 2-lane highways, the prob- the preparation of such regulations 
lem of adequate passmg sight distance This is manifest by a review of vehicle 
becomes especially important m the laws m the various states which show a 
design of the alignment features of these range of prohibition varymg from 150 ft 
roads. in Anzona to as much as 1000 ft. m 

PREVIOUS STUDIES Wisconsm 

Perhaps the first definite steps taken m Other investigators became interested 
recogmtion of the hazards attendant to m this problem as early as 1934 and made 

1 Bryant R Burkhard assisted with the estunates of the tune and distance re-
photography quirements for overtakmg and passing 
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(1) (2) (3).'' The results amved at by 
these previous investigations did not 
accurately reflect the actual performance 
of the pubhc and their vehicles under the 
usual circumstances of operation upon 
the pubhc ways In some, certam as
sumptions were made on driver and 
vehicle performance, m others, only a 
relatively few vehicles and dnvers actmg 
under specific mstructions were mvolved, 
while m yet others the complete manoeu-
ver was deduced from a large number of 
actual cases wherem only a small pro
portion of the entire manoeuver was 
recorded, while still others arnved at their 
conclusions on a completely a pnon or 
computed basis 

vehicle under observation Distances 
to the rear and front of the overtaken 
vehicle at the begmnmg and end of the 
manoeuver were obtamed by - photo
graphic adaptation of stadia methods 
(See Fig 1 ) A rapid, senal, snapshot 
camera was used for recordmg the dis
tances projected by the tread dimensions 
of the overtakmg vehicle Because of 
the approximate uniformity of tread di
mensions, errors which arose were negh-
gible msofar as the total distance required 
for overtakmg and passing was concerned. 
The distance through which the over
taken vehicle moved durmg the manoeu
ver was obtamed by cahbrated speedom
eter and stop watch Other pertment 

MCOIOUl DUUICl I OOUKCt TRmiLtlS OURIHb PUS I WRtSIQl^ DWIhHCt 
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Figure 1. Technique for Measuring Overtaking and Passing Distances 

B A S I S O P P B E S E N T I N V E S T I G A T I O N S 

I t was felt that the best way m which 
overtakmg and passmg requirements 
could be determmed was by the measure
ment of the actual performance of 
drivers found operatmg on the highway 
smce, admittedly, there is a wide varia
tion among dnvers and vehicles 

A new method of mvestigation was 
developed, therefore, which could be 
apphed on the open highway under 
normal dnvmg conditions This has 
been descnbed m detail previously (4) 
Observations were made from a movmg 
vehicle which was overtaken by the 

' Figures in parentheses refer to list of 
references at end 

data were recorded by observations en
tered on a prepared form Approxi
mately 800 observations were made of 
as many different dnvers and vehicles 
on highways throughout the New Eng
land, mid west, and far west areas 

ANALYSIS INTO T Y P E S O F PASSES 

There are two major types of overtak
mg and passmg manoeuvers which may 
be denved naturally from conditions 
under which the passes were made. In 
the first class, will be found the "flymg" 
type of manoeuver, wherem the over
takmg vehicle proceeds at constant or 
nearly constant speed so as to complete 
the entire pass without slowmg down 
In the second class, will be found the 
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type of manoeuver which may be de
fined as the "accelerative" type, wherein 
the overtaking vehicle is following be
hind the overtaken vehicle and by ac
celeration increases its speed so as to 
complete the pass. 

In both the flying and accelerative 
types of manoeuver a further classifi
cation arises from the manner in which 
the overtaking vehicle returns to the 

Figure 2. Flying Pass with Forced Return. 
Top—Start of Pass, View to Rear from Obser
vation Vehicle. Bottom—Completion of Pass, 
View to Front Showing Forced Return Due 
to Counter Traffic. 

right half of the roadway. Due to on
coming traffic or short visibility distance 
the return may be hurried or "forced." 
Accordingly, both the flying and accelera
tive types have been further subdivided 
into forced return and voluntary return. 

The general method which was followed 
in the analysis of the data classified all 
passes into these four types; 1, flyiag-
forced (Fig. 2); 2, flying-voluntary; 3, 
accelerative-forced; 4, accelerative-volun-
tary (Fig. 3). 

Analysis of the data showed that the 
speed of the overtaken vehicle was a 
controlling element in practically all 
values of time and distance. Hence, it 
became necessary to distribute the ob
servations by speed classes ranging by 
ten mile intervals from 10 to 50 miles 
per hour. These were the speeds of the 
overtaken vehicle and should not be 

Figure 3. Accelerative Pass With Volun
tary Return. Top—Start of Pass (View to 
rear of observation vehicle, showing overtaking 
vehicle beginning to accelerate after waiting 
for counter traffic). Bottom—Completion of 
Pass. (View to front showing free return.) 

confused with the speed of the overtaking 
vehicle. 

It further developed that in each speed 
range for each type of pass there is a 
rather wide distribution of values. Ac
cordingly, the data are shown in the form 
of frequency distributions in order to 
interpret better the values which were 
obtained. (See Fig. 4.) 

Because of the wide range of values 
and because of the assymetry and lack of 
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contmuity found m the distributions, the 
median was selected for comparative 
purposes rather than the anthmetic 
mean I t is generally recognized that 
the median is preferable where such 
charactenstics prevail 

S P E E D DISTRIBUTIONS 

A total of 795 completed passes were 
observed The speed distribution of 
these observations, as a whole, was 

investigation This summary is shown 
m Figures 4 and 5 I t will be noted that 
the median values of overtakmg and 
passmg distances fall approximately on a 
straight Ime The values for 30 and 50 
miles per hour are given m Table 1 
Thus, it IS seen that there is only a shght 
difference between the distances required 
for the accelerative and flymg passes of 
the voluntary return type Contrary 
to expectation, the flymg type requires 
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Figure 4 Distance Required to Overtake and Pass, Flying Types, All Areas, All Drivers 

comparable to the usual curve of speed 
distnbution on state highways The 
modal value was 40 miles per hour, and 
the percentage of observations fallmg at 
other speeds was nearly congruous with 
the distribution of speed values shown 
for a single state m a recent study (5) 
of speeds on Connecticut highways 

G E N E R A L SUMMATION OF O V E R A L L 
DISTANCES 

All passes of passenger vehicles were 
distnbuted mto the four basic tjrpes 
which mcluded both male and female 
drivers m the three geographic areas of 

shghtly longer distance A similar situa
tion holds for the forced passes, but the 
difference decreases at higher speeds 

Attention is further called to the fact 
that the 80 percentile value of the volun
tary type of manoeuver will provide for 
the large majonty of forced passes m 
both the accelerative and flymg types 
The use of the 80 percentile values arose 
from an analysis of clearance times 
allowed by dnvers (6). In this analysis 
it was found that if a clearance between a 
vehicle completmg the pass and an on
coming vehicle was placed as low as 1 
sec. as a common sense mmimum safe 
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clearance, approximately 20 per cent of 
the dnvers who attempted a pass m the 
face of oncommg traffic operated with 
less than this time clearance value In 
fact, 10 per cent or half of these operated 
with no measurable tune clearance or in 
other words actually forced the oncoming 
dnver to give way on his half of the 
roadway. This left only 10 per cent who 
operated with a clearance of 1 sec or 
less, and the 80 per cent who operated 
withm apparently reasonable judgment 

distance required by 80 per cent of 
drivers at any given speed Inasmuch 
as these 80 percentile values practically 
enveloped the large majority of forced 
passes m both categories, the practica-
bihty of 80 percentile distances is demon
strated 

O V E E A L L D I S T A N C E S — M A L E D R I V E R S 

Further analysis of distances and time 
values seemed desirable and m order to 
eluninate as many variables as possible. 
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Figure S. Distance Required to Overtake and Pass, Acceleratlve Type, All Areas, All Drivers 

showed a time clearance value of more 
than 1 sec 

In parallel fashion it seemed m order 
to determme the overtakmg and passing 

T A B L E 1 
COMPARISON OP O V E R A L L D I S T A N C E S * 

(All Drivers—All Areas—Passenger Vehicles) 

Speed m 
M P H 

Flying Passes \ccelerative Passes 
Speed m 
M P H 

Forced Voluntary Forced Voluntary 

St. SI St St 

30 550 650 450 600 
50 750 1050 750 1000 

* Median Values 

the followmg analyses have to deal with 
male drivers and passenger vehicles only 
The distance required to overtake and 
pass for all areas has been graphically set 
forth m Figures 6 and 7 accordmg to 
categones herembefore descnbed. Values 
for both types of passes for 30 and 50 
miles per hour are given m Table 2 

It IS shown that the median value of the 
flymg-voluntary type was greater than 
that of the forced return type by about 
175 to 400 ft at the speeds compared 
It is seen also that m the accelerative 
type of pass the voluntary return type 
required from 100 to 200 ft more dis-
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tance than the forced return type on the tendency, however, for the median values 
average to increase slightly when female drivers 
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Figure 6. Distance Required to Overtake and Pass, Flying Type, Males, All Areas 
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Figure 7. Distance Required to Overtake and Pass, Acceleratlve Type, Males, All Areas 

Companson of these results with those are mcluded Hence, it is reasonable to 
for all drivers shows that practically the deduce from these differences that the 
same values were obtamed. There is a female drivers as a group required shghtly 
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more distance for overtakmg and passmg 
than the males 

I N F L U E N C E O F G E O G R A P H I C A L A R E A 

I t was noted m flat terram where 
greater sight distances prevail that the 
natural dnvmg habits of motonsts re
sulted m greater distances for overtakmg 
and passmg Accordmgly, all data for 
male dnvers were tabulated mto two 
categones so as to compare the observa
tions made m the hilly terram of New 
England with those obtamed m the flatter 
sections of the middle and far western 
states These are set forth m Table 3. 

I t will be noted that the flymg-volun-
tary type of manoeuver observed m the 
middle and far western areas showed 

T A B L E 2 
COMPARISON OP O V E R A L L D I S T A N C E S * 

(Male Drivers Only—All Areas—Passenger 
Vehicles) 

Speed in 
M P . H 

Flymg Passes Accelerative Passes 
Speed in 
M P . H 

Forced Voluntary Forced Voluntary 

30 
50 

f t 

500 
700 

f t 

675 
1100 

f t 

450 
750 

f t . 

550 
950 

• Median Values 

from 100 to 425 ft greater distance than 
those for New England The accelera-
tive-voluntary classification showed a 
range of 200 to 250 ft greater distance 
m the middle and far western areas than 
were found m New England areas 
Smce the number of cases for the flymg-
forced type when separated by areas was 
too small to be highly significant, it was 
omitted from the table For the accel-
erative-forced type, median distances 
showed a relationship similar to the 
voluntary types 

Thus, it I S seen that when there is 
prevailing limited sight distances and 
dnvers realize that more adequate sight 
distances do not occur frequently, they 
will execute passes under stram m face of 

possible hazard, which would ordmanly 
be refused where longer sight distances 
are generally to be found This mter-
pretation is borne out by reference to the 
accelerative passes under forced return 
conditions and also by clearance times 
previously reported for the two areas 
(Op cit (6) ) If this mterpretation is 
correct, the 80 percentile value from the 
voluntary conditions should mdicate the 
sight distance which is adequate to m-
clude the forced passes under conditions 
which are generally comfortable (Note 
the foregomg discussion of 80 percentile 
values and forced passes) Thus, while 

T A B L E 3 
D I S T A N C E S R E Q U I R E D TO O V E R T A K E AND P A S S * 

(Males—Passenger Cars Only) 

Speed in 
M P H 

Flying-Voluntary Accelerative-
Voluntary 

Speed in 
M P H 

New Eng 
Areas 

Mid & Far 
West 

New Eng 
Areas 

Mid * Far 
West 

f t f t f t f t 

30 650 750 500 700 
40 750 850 650 800 
50 825 1250 800 1050 

Flying-Forced Aecelerative-Forced 

30 450 500 
40 650 675 
50 675 775 

* Median Values 

passes are safely completed under shorter 
sight distances, the hazards attendant 
thereto are unquestionably higher 

C L E A R A N C E D I S T A N C E S — R E A R 

In analyzmg the component parts of 
the total distance required to overtake 
and pass, it is not without mterest to 
note the range of clearance distances 
allowed by the dnvmg pubhc both to the 
rear and the front of the overtaken ve
hicle A general summary of all dis-
stances which were obtamed is set forth 
graphically m Figure 8 Analysis of the 
data showed that the clearance distance 
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to the rear of the overtaken vehicle was 
not influenced by the type of return In 
the accelerative type regardless of the 
type of return the median values of 
distances to the rear of the overtaken 
vehicle ranged from 25 ft at 10 miles per 
hour to 45 ft at 50 miles per hour In 
the flymg type of manoeuver the dis
tances to the rear of the overtaken 
vehicle were exceptionally constant for 
all speed classes, bemg approximately 
75 ft I t should be noted that these are 
median values and that considerable 

type of pass varied Imearly with speed 
from 75 ft at 30 miles per hour to 65 ft 
at 50 miles per hour Note m this 
mstance that the clearance distance 
decreased with mcrease of speed This 
decrease was probably due to lack of 
accuracy m judgment at higher speeds 
where oncommg traffic was present and 
higher relative velocities at lower speeds 
of overtaking For the flying-voluntary 
type the clearance distance to the front 
showed a practically constant median 
value from 100 to 120 ft at all ranges of 
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Figure 8. Clearance Distance—Feet 

deviation from them occurred Thus, 
m the accelerative type the clearance 
distance to the rear of the overtaken 
vehicle ranged from as low as 10 ft to as 
much as 90 ft Similar values m the 
flymg type of manoeuver ranged from 
20 ft to 150 ft 

C L E A R A N C E D I S T A N C E S — F O R W A R D 

The clearance distances allowed m 
front of the overtaken vehicle show a 
wide range of distnbution Median 
values of clearance to the front of the 
overtaken vehicle for the flymg-forced 

speed, thus parallelmg the constant rear 
clearance mentioned above 

Special significance accrues to the clear
ance distances allowed in front of the 
overtaken vehicle under accelerative-
forced conditions Clearance values ob
tained for this type of manoeuver have 
been set forth graphically m Figure 9 
I t will be noted therefrom that the 
median value of forced return was fairly 
constant at all speeds at about 60 ft 
Isolated values, however, range from 30 
to 150 ft For purposes of companson 
the 80 percentile values of the voluntary 
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type of return are also set forth This 
shows a fairly constant value of about 
110 ft. As was the case for the total 
distance, the 80 percentile value is suffi
cient to mclude nearly all of the forced 
return type Here agam, it is to be 
noted that 80 per cent of the motorists 
voluntanly performed m such a manner 
as to mclude practically 100 per cent 
under forced conditions 

pass I S distnbuted from 5 to 14 sec 
Even under the most exacting condition, 
(the accelerative-forced type of manoeu
ver) mdividual time values were distnb
uted from 6 sec to as much as 16 sec , 
whereas in the voluntary return type the 
time required ranged from 6 to 19 sec 
Median values are given m Table 4 

Thus, the median times for forced 
passes vary from 8 0 to 10 5 sec at the 
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T O T A L T I M E R E Q U I R E D T O O V E R T A K E 

A N D P A S S 

While the total distance required to 
overtake and pass is probably more 
significant, the total time required to 
complete a pass is of particular interest 
This holds especially on two lane road
ways masmuch as the entire time spent 
by the overtakmg vehicle m the left hand 
lane is a time durmg which extreme 
hazards are manifest 

Accordingly, the times required to 
overtake and pass have been analyzed 
and shown graphically m Figures 10 and 
11 In the flying-forced type of manoeu
ver the time required to overtake and 

speeds compared, and those for the flymg 
are shghtly longer than for the accelera
tive Again, attention is called to the 
use of 80 percentile values for design 
purposes due to the wide range of individ
ual values found 

T I M E R E Q U I R E D T O O V E R T A K E 

Further analysis was made of the time 
required for the overtake alone, that is, 
the time spent by the overtakmg dnver 
from the mstant he began his manoeuver 
until the foremost part of his vehicle was 
opposite the mid pomt of the overtaken 
vehicle Figure 12 shows that for the 
flying pass both forced and volimtary 
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return types required similar tune values forced and voluntary type of return 
The median time to overtake was ap- required equivalent time to overtake 
proximately 4^ sec However, the mfedian values of tune 

Similarly, for the acceleratlve pass the increased hnearly with speed so that at 
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T A B L E 4 
COMPARISON OP T O T A L T I M E S * 

(Male Drivers Only—All Areas—Passenger 
Vehicles) 

Speed m 
M P H 

Flying Passes Accelerative Passes 
Speed m 
M P H 

Forced Voluntary Forced Voluntary 

f t / ( f t f t . 

30 8 0 10 5 8 0 10 0 
50 10 5 12 0 9 5 11 5 

• Median Values 

samphng all types of dnvers and vehicles 
I t IS felt that this method reflects with 
sufficient accuracy the vanations m 
dnver and vehicle performance, and as 
has been noted m all of the results, there 
IS a considerable range of individual 
performance with regard to both time 
and distance values at any observed 
speed of operation 

Our previous theoretical calculations 
based on a reasonable theory of over-
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Figure 12. Time Required to Overtake, Forced and VolunUry Returns Together 

30 miles per hour approximately 3? sec 
were required and at 50 miles per hour 
approximately 4^ sec were required 

D I S C U S S I O N O F R E S U L T S 

General Considerations The results 
which have been obtamed lead mevi-
tably to a general conclusion that there 
IS a wide difference m the operation of 
automobiles msofar as overtaking and 
passmg distances and times are con
cerned I t must be remembered that 
the results which have been obtamed are 
based on a new method of measurmg 
overtakmg and passmg distances by 

taking and passmg and common sense 
estimates showed that the flymg type of 
pass if executed m the shortest distance 
allowed by physical limitations and 
dnvmg comfort would be shorter than 
passes of the accelerative type It is 
significant to note, however, m actual 
operation that this was not the case and 
that generally speaking the accelerative 
type of manoeuver required shghtly less 
distance and time I t is to be concluded, 
therefore, that the average dnver does 
not approach the minimum values which 
are possible of achievement m the flymg 
pass This IS accounted for largely by 
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the greater clearance distances to the 
front and rear m the flymg types of pass, 
although they tended to be executed at a 
higher average speed 

The total distance required to overtake 
and pass was considerably affected by the 
type of return. Both in the accelerative 
and flying type of manoeuver the volun
tary return utihzed more distance, the 
difference of median values amountmg to 
250 ft at 50 miles per hour for the 
accelerative types and 300 ft for the 
flymg types 

Design Speed Without exception all 
results for all types of passes show that 
the overtakmg and passmg distance 
becomes greater for higher speeds. Thus, 
it IS readily seen that the overtakmg and 
passmg (hstance which is chosen m 
designmg for modern traffic speeds is 
mtimately bound up with the design 
speed of the roadway In connection 
therewith, it is significant to note that 
the 80 percentile distance found m the 
accelerative-voluntary type mcluded 
practically all passes of the forced types, 
mcludmg the flymg-forced type It is 
felt that this is especially important from 
the design pomt of view for it is beheved 
that whenever there is any doubt in a 
motorist's mmd as to whether he can 
successfully complete a pass or not, he 
will reduce speed to a pomt comparable 
to that of the vehicle ahead and therefore 
estabhsh any pass which he makes there
after as the accelerative type Moreover, 
it seems from the design pomt of view 
that the fact that the accelerative type 
proves shorter makes it desirable to use 
values obtamed from that type of 
manoeuver when discussmg or consid-
enng overtakmg and passmg require
ments In view of the fact that the 80 
percentile provides for the large majority 
of forced passes, it seems especially 
significant m considermg design values. 
Based on the data which have been 
gathered, the overtakmg and passmg 
distance, which mcludes 80 per cent 

of all accelerative-voluntary passes, 
amounts to approximately 1150 ft at 
50 miles per hour, 950 ft at 40 miles 
per hour, and 750 ft at 30 miles per 
hour 

Areas. The results obtamed for New 
England and the more open areas of the 
middle and far western sections show • 
that under prevailmg hmited sight dis
tances motonsts will pass under con
ditions which would be considered 
hazardous by motorists travelhng under 
conditions of prevailmgly greater sight 
distance 

Clearances Consideration of the me
dian clearance distances allowed m the 
flymg tjrpes of pass showed that the 
average motorist allowed himself approx
imately 70 ft headway before startmg a 
manoeuver In the accelerative types 
the motorist allowed himself from 25 ft 
at 10 miles per hour to 45 ft at 50 miles 
per hour These latter values seem 
absurdly low from the safety viewpomt 
and reflect the questionable amount of 
caution which is exercised under the 
conditions attendant to the accelerative-
forced type of pass 

On the other hand, the average motor
ist when forced to return to the nght half 
of the roadway m front of the overtaken 
vehicle allowed an average clearance 
distance of about 60 ft This clearance 
value was mcreased to an average of 
110 ft under voluntary return conditions 
The differences m dnvers under varying 
conditions is especially mdicated in these 
clearance values masmuch as isolated 
cases showed a range of distnbution from 
as low as 10 ft to the rear to a minimum 
of 30 ft to the front of the overtaken 
vehicle 

Times For purposes of computmg 
sight distances the amount of time re
quired for overtakmg and passmg seems 
especially pertinent The results show 
that the total time required to overtake 
and pass increased with speed For the 
lower speed of 30 miles per hour the 
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accelerative-forced type required 8^ sec 
to complete a pass In the accelerative-
voluntary type the median value of the 
tune required at 50 miles per hour 
amoimts to l U sec To this value of the 
time required to overtake and pass must 
be added some additional time clearance 

• values for the computation of sight 
distance In a previous paper (Op cit 
(6 ) ) it was shown that 80 per cent of the 
dnvers allowed a clearance of 1 sec. or 
more when passmg m the face of oncom
mg traffic It IS beyond the scope of 
this paper to discuss the vanous other 
factors mvolved m the computation of a 
safe passmg sight distance 

SUMMARY 

1 Actual distances and tunes required 
to overtake and pass by the dnvmg pubhc 
were measured A total of 795 observa
tions were obtamed m New England, 
mid western and far western states 

2 A photographic method was devel
oped for use from ^ movmg vehicle 

3 Four types of passes were developed 
for the purpose of analysis 

4 Distances and tunes increased hn-
early with speed At 50 miles per hour 
dnvers executmg a "followmg" pass 
required a median distance of 1000 feet 
and 80 per cent of them passed m less 
than 1150 ft 

5 The corresponding median time 
value was 11 5 sec 

6 The 80 percentile values provide 
adequate distance for practically all 

observed passes under pressure It is, 
therefore, suggested for design purposes 

7 Conditions of terrain apparently 
mfluenced dnver behavior Clearances 
to rear and to front have been analyzed, 
together with correspondmg tune values 

8 The results emphasize the fact that 
traffic studies of this sort mvolve the 
inherent vanabihty of the human factor 
as represented by the performance of the 
dnvmg public The wide range of values 
obtamed necessitates the simpler type of 
statistical treatment developed for the 
analysis of biological and human data 
Failure to recognize this range and 
vanabihty leads to confhctmg and erro
neous interpretations 
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DISCUSSION ON O V E R T A K I N G A N D PASSING R E Q U I R E M E N T S 

D R . B D . G R E E N S H I E L D S , College of the 
City of New York: It is gratifymg to know 
that the authors' results agree so closely 
with those I arnved at by an entirely 
different method (Proceedmgs, Highway 
Research Board, Vol 15, pp. 3 3 2 - 3 4 2 ) 

Of significance is the fact that the time 
I found was the clearance tune required 
on the opposite lane, and that it appar

ently agrees with the total tune for pass
mg. This indicates that drivers allow 
themselves very small margms of safety. 
Perhaps it should be added that due to 
the method of analysis, the time I found 
to be required for passmg was the mmi-
mum average for all drivers and should 
be compared with the 8 0 percentile value 
found by Forbes and Matson 




